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A three-dimensional model is presented to simulate the larynx during vocalization. The finite
element method is used to calculate the airflow velocity and pressure along the larynx as well as
tissue displacement. It is assumed that the larynx tissue is transversely isotropic and divided into
three tissues: cover, ligament, and body. A contact-impact algorithm is incorporated to deal with the
physics of the collision between both true vocal folds. The results show that the simulated larynx
can reproduce the vertical and horizontal phase difference in the tissue movements and that the false
vocal folds affect the pressure distribution over the larynx surfaces. The effects of exciting the
larynx with different pressure drops are also investigated. ©2003 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Larynx modeling is critical for providing insight into th
dynamic behavior of human phonation. Using mathemat
techniques and experimental data, models have been
posed in order to better understand how the larynx vibra
what are its vibration conditions, and the influence of t
tissue mechanics on the glottal and speech waveform. A
ter model of the larynx may also help in addressing t
important clinical issues: Is it possible to predict a cert
voice pathology based on a mathematical model of the
ynx? Could a mathematical model simulate,a priori, the
effects of a surgical intervention in a damaged larynx?

Several models have been proposed to deal with vo
synthesis and larynx simulation. Ishizaka and Flana
~1972!, for example, present a very simple and efficient tw
mass model where several aspects of normal phonation
investigated. Alipouret al. ~2000!, on the other hand, presen
a sophisticated larynx model where complex and rigor
mechanical and geometric characteristics of the tissues
applied in order to obtain a more realistic representation
the vocal fold dynamics. The advantage of continuum m
els is their ability to directly relate the geometric, viscoela
tic, and aerodynamic characteristics of the larynx with
synthesized glottal waveform. In this paper, a thre
dimensional finite element model of the larynx is propos
The model builds and expands on that proposed by Alip
et al. ~2000!.

a!This work is part of the first author’s Ph.D. thesis.
b!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic

pereira@sel.eesc.sc.usp.br
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Three-dimensional larynx models are challenging
terms of computational efforts to solve the physical laws t
control human phonation. The airflow pressure and veloci
are described by Navier–Stokes equations while viscoela
models deal with the larynx tissue movements. In additi
the collision of the vocal folds has an important impact
modeling because it affects the glottal waveform shape.
proposed model uses well-established algorithms to acc
for these three phenomena.

Berry et al. ~1994! analyze the vibration pattern resul
ing from the simulation of a two-dimensional model of th
vocal folds. They show that a nonchaotic pattern is fou
when the viscoelastic and aerodynamic conditions in the
ynx are properly set. Berry and Titze~1996! state that tissue
incompressibility is an important factor in the vibratio
modes. Both studies present sets of viscoelastic param
of the larynx tissues for normal vibration.

De Vries et al. ~1999! describes a three-dimension
model similar to Alipour’s one. The only difference betwee
both models is that De Vrieset al. ~1999! assume that the
larynx tissues consist of body and cover tissues while A
pour et al. ~2000! consider the body, ligament, and cover
their tissue formulation.

Alipour et al. ~2000! present a three-dimensional mod
of a vocal fold~assuming larynx symmetry! where the lon-
gitudinal movements of the tissue model are restricted
assuming that these movements are negligible~the shear
stress produced by the movements of successive transv
planes was incorporated in their formulation by algebr
manipulations!. Additionally, the collision between the voca
folds are treated in their larynx model by bounding the tiss
il:
2893893/13/$19.00 © 2003 Acoustical Society of America
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displacements: when their surface nodes cross the symm
plane, they simply zero the nodal displacements in orde
avoid the vocal folds penetrating into each other.

In terms of aerodynamic simulation, Guo and Sche
~1993! use a finite element model to determine the air vel
ity and pressure in a two-dimensional representation of
larynx channel~considering only the true vocal folds!. They
demonstrate that different laryngeal profiles significan
change the aerodynamic forces applied over the vocal
surfaces.

The present model considers the whole larynx~including
false vocal folds and laryngeal ventricles! in three dimen-
sions and not just the true vocal folds. Hence, import
vibration properties like the horizontal phase-difference c
be studied. Following Alipouret al. ~2000!, the tissue mode
was linearly transversal isotropic because of the strain–st
differences in the longitudinal direction and transver
planes. However, the model assumes that the larynx mo
longitudinally.

The aerodynamic influence of the false vocal folds
analyzed in order to demonstrate their influence in whispe
voices as mentioned by Milleret al. ~1988!. In addition, the
nonlinear pressure distribution calculated along the lar
surfaces allows us to confirm the myoelastic-aerodyna
theory. By solving the Navier–Stokes equation in three
mensions, the present model extends the Guo and Sch
one.

Finally, a physically based method to deal with the c
lision phenomenon is presented. It calculates the collis
forces that avoid the larynx tissue interpenetration dur
phonation~Newton’s second law!. It is different from the
two-mass model approach where the strain–stress rela
ship of the larynx tissue is changed during the collision, a
from the Alipouret al. ~2000! technique of direct manipula
tion of the surface tissue displacements.

The fundamental mathematical technique used in
work is the finite-element method which is a procedure
discretizing partial differential equations. Consequently,
the physical systems~fluid, tissue, and collision problem!
involved in phonation are addressed by this technique.
scriptions of the finite-element algorithms are we
documented elsewhere~Bathe, 1996!.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The simulation of the larynx in phonatory condition
requires the solution of four different engineering problem
fluid flow, tissue displacement, mesh deforming, and con
problem. Because well-established algorithms are use
solve these problems, only ‘‘how-to-use’’ procedures will
addressed.

A. Mesh generator and deforming

Both airflow and tissue meshes are constructed fr
geometric specifications of the larynx. It is considered t
the larynx is sliced into several cross sections along the n
Therefore several small ‘‘hyper-ellipses’’ are specified to d
fine both the internal and external larynx tissue surfaces—
internal tissue surface is the external flow channel. Figur
2894 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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shows a geometric description of a larynx from its hyp
ellipses where the larynx surfaces are shown.

The equations used to define all hyper-ellipses are

x5R1 cos~u!, y5R1 sin~u!, 0<u<p/2,

x5R2 cos~u!, y5R2 sin~u!, p/2<u<p,
~1!

x5R3 cos~u!, y5R3 sin~u!, p<u<3p/2,

x5R4 cos~u!, y5R4 sin~u!, 3p/2<u<2p.

To complete the tissue specification, the thickness of the
ynx cover and ligament are defined—the remaining sp
between both internal and external tissue surfaces is con
ered as being part of the body layer. Later the geome
description of the laryngeal model will be presented.

Once these geometric characteristics are defined, an
tomatic mesh algorithm creates the tetrahedrons~polygonal
elements used by FEM!. At the airflow–muscle interface
both the flow and tissue elements are EXACTLY connec
to each other by their triangular surfaces. It means that
airflow and tissues ‘‘share’’ the same nodes at their int
faces. In all simulations, the number of nodes for airflow a
tissue meshes are 4151 and 5140, respectively. The num
of tetrahedrons for airflow and tissue meshes are 2600
3000, respectively. The node and tetrahedron distribution
both meshes is determined by the spatial position of
hyper-ellipses: denser nodal distributions are obtained wh
successive hyper-ellipses are closer. The larynx movem
demand that all of the larynx mesh moves. The position of
tissue nodes are naturally updated using the computed

FIG. 1. Geometric description of the larynx surfaces from its hyp
elliptical sections.
Rosa et al.: Three-dimensional larynx simulation
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placements of the tissue FEM model. However, only the d
placements of the external flow nodes are known becaus
their connection to nodes of the tissue surfaces.

The mesh moving technique of Johnson and Tezdu
~1994! is used to update the internal flow nodes. They c
sidered that the flow mesh is a rigid material subject to s
cific displacements of all external nodes. Therefore the sa
FEM procedure used to model the larynx tissues is emplo
here. Specifically, tetrahedrons with linear polynomials
interpolation and shape functions are used. Because the ‘
terial’’ is isotropic, Johnson and Tezduyar~1994! defined the
factor l/mL ~wherel andmL are Lame´ elastic constants! as
the only ‘‘physical’’ parameter for the mesh moving metho
They proposedl/mL52 in order to control the deformatio
that is used in the mesh moving algorithm.

The boundary conditions of this algorithm are Dirichl
conditions and no body force is applied. Therefore only fl
nodes in contact with the tissue ones have the same disp
ment. The displacement of inflow and outflow nodes are
to null.

This strategy provides a fast and reliable deformation
the flow mesh in several situations. At each simulation ti
step, the displacements of the external tissue nodes are
lected and applied as boundary conditions to the mesh m
ing algorithm. It adequately places all internal flow nod
inside the larynx channel.

However, there are situations where this algorithm co
not deal with the boundary conditions requirements. We
ticed this phenomenon by examining the resulting me
some tetrahedrons had null or negative volumes. When
happens, the mesh generator is triggered to reconstruc
flow tetrahedrons from the deformed internal tissue surfa

B. Solving the tissue displacement

The concepts of continuum mechanics presented by
pour et al. ~2000! to describe tissue displacement duri
phonation are adopted. Thus, the simulated larynxes are
vided into finite geometric elements and the displacem
vectors and pressures are distributed throughout all the
ments that compose the meshes.

It is assumed that the larynx tissues have transve
isotropic properties along the vocal fold length~longitudinal
direction! attempting to match the fibrous directions of t
laryngeal tissues. Mathematically the larynx tissues foll
the linear elasticity theory, demanding therefore small ti
integration intervals as indicated by Alipouret al. ~2000!.
The complete derivation of the element matrices involved
FEM will not be presented here because it can be found
Alipour et al. ~2000!, Huebner and Thornton~1982!, and
Bathe~1996!.

However, there are some differences between our s
ies and Alipouret al. ~2000! modeling. First, their model did
not account for the longitudinal movements of the vo
folds in order to significantly reduce the number of equatio
whereas we analyze the magnitude of the movements in
direction. It is interesting to note that Alipouret al. ~2000!
coupled all the transversal planes through the use of s
forces. Here such forces are implicitly considered in the c
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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ventional and truly three-dimensional finite element mod
ing of the larynx tissues as in Gunter~2003!.

Second, their model—including Gunter~2003!—
considered only the true vocal folds and it assumed sym
try of the right and left vocal folds. This allowed for th
suppression of one of the folds in order to also reduce
number of equations to be solved. Figure 2 shows that
simulated larynx in this paper included both true and fa
vocal folds.

In terms of FEM, tetrahedrons are used to describe
tissue mesh. Different from Alipouret al. ~2000!, quadratic
polynomials are employed as interpolation functions for d
placement vectors and as shape functions for describing
geometry of the tetrahedrons. It is important to mention t
straight-edged tetrahedrons are used to simplify the inte
functions required to compute the element matrices in FE
Although more accurate solutions are obtained with high
order polynomials, the decision of using quadratic instead
linear elements was made to simplify numerical algorith
for both tissue and airflow modeling. Further explanations
the following subsection will justify the use of such interp
lation and shape functions.

The boundary conditions that excite the tissue mo
ments are air pressure at the internal surface of the lar
model ~contact interface between air and tissue! and null
displacement at all other external surfaces of the mode
means that the larynx is ‘‘stuck’’ at the neck during the ent
phonation process. Specifically, the air pressures at the ti
nodes in contact with the airflow are linearly distribute
along the external triangular surfaces. Air shear forces at
larynx walls are nulls because of the boundary conditio
applied to solve the airflow model. Titze and Talkin~1979!
pointed that these shear forces are very small when c
pared to the pressure forces, which justifies our assump

While Alipour et al. ~2000! use a central difference ap
proximation method to time-integrate the tissue equatio
the Newmark method~Bathe, 1996! is used because of it

FIG. 2. Transversal view of a simulated normal larynx. The different sha
refer to the three different tissues in the laryngeal tissue.~1! True vocal
folds. ~2! False vocal folds.~3! Laryngeal ventricles.
2895Rosa et al.: Three-dimensional larynx simulation
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‘‘unconditional’’ stability. The time step (Dt) for all simula-
tions is 300ms. Its mathematical structure is implicit an
produces a global linear system of equations to be solv
Therefore a direct sparse solver based on a supernoda
proach~Demmelet al., 1999! is employed.

The laryngeal tissue is divided into three kinds of tissu
~cover, ligament, and body! following Alipour et al. ~2000!
and different from De Vrieset al. ~1999!. These three kind of
tissues differ from each other in terms of elastic consta
damping ratios, and geometric characteristics.

C. Solving the velocity-pressure flow

A laminar, incompressible, isothermal, steady Navie
Stokes equation~NS!, as shown in Eq.~2!, describes the
airflow modeled by FEM. Although the larynx airflow i
time dependent, the approach provided by Guo and Sch
~1993! is used in order to directly compare the results.
addition, it simplifies the mathematical description of t
problems since the larynx movements should be incorpor
into time-dependent airflow equations.

¹•U50,
~2!

r f~U"“ !U5m f~¹2U!2¹P,

whereU is the velocity vector,P is the scalar pressure, an
r f andm f are the density and viscosity air, respectively.

The airflow mesh is divided into tetrahedrons~as in the
tissue model! with quadratic and linear polynomials to re
spectively interpolate the velocity and pressure along the
ement~known as mixed formulation!. This procedure is nec
essary to obtain a well-posed problem~Gresho and Sani
1998!. While Guo and Scherer~1993! use a penalty formu-
lation, a mixed formulation of NS~using Lagrange multipli-
ers! is adopted here.

To calculate the velocity and pressure along the lary
for several profiles, several strategies are applied in orde
deal with the convergence difficulties for high-Reynol
number flows. These strategies are described in the
paragraphs.

One of the sources of difficulty is the convection term
NS. High-speed flows tend to produce ‘‘wiggles’’ that ca
destabilize the solution. One way to control this problem
to make the mesh finer. However, the drawback is the
nificant increase in the number of equations to be solv
specially in three dimensions.

A hybrid approach~FIDAP, 1999! is followed to obtain
a robust FEM formulation of NS in high-Reynolds lamin
flows by applying artificial numerical diffusion in the solu
tion. It means that low- and high-order schemes are line
combined to stabilize the convection term. Low-ord
schemes are first-order accurate and unconditionally st
but they introduce excessive amounts of numerical diffusi
On the other hand, high-order schemes~in our case, second
order accurate! significantly reduce numerical diffusion bu
are inherently unstable.

The first- and second-order schemes~the last is also
called Streamline-Upwind/Petrov-Garlekin or SUPG! are re-
spectively described by Tabata and Fujima~1991! and Sam-
2896 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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paio ~1991!. Tabata and Fujima~1991! use triangles~with
quadratic polynomials! while this work employs tetrahedron
~the adaptation between both geometric elements is dire!.
Sampaio~1991! also uses triangles but with linear polynom
als for velocity. Deblois~1996! provides additional informa-
tion to construct the element matrices associated to SU
for triangles with quadratic polynomials for velocity~easily
extended to tetrahedrons!.

The blending procedure to mix both first- and secon
order schemes follows FIDAP~1999! where the velocity gra-
dient is locally evaluated by using a simple Laplacian fil
applied over the faces of the analyzed tetrahedron. It p
duces a numerical estimation of the flow changes along
mesh and allows for quantifying the amount of both schem
~first- and second-order, respectively! used to construct al
FEM element matrices. This hybrid approach is equivalen
finite-difference methods like MUSCL and TVD~Hirsh,
1988! in combining robustness~first-order schemes! and ac-
curacy~high-order schemes!.

To complete the problem specification, the bounda
conditions are set to null velocity for external flow nodes
contact with tissue nodes. It means that the air veloci
through the larynx wall are zero. Although these wall velo
ties should be not zero because of the tissue movements,
are considered zero in order to simplify the algorithms, s
cially when there is a collision between both true vocal fold
It is important to mention that tissue movements are sign
cantly slower~approximately 100 times in the glottal chan
nel! than the average airflow velocity, making the algorithm
based decision suitable for all simulations.

Pressures are set constant for the inflow and outfl
larynx surfaces~respectively ‘‘lungs’’ and ‘‘supraglottal’’
pressures!—null velocity gradients are assumed at both s
faces. Therefore an aerodynamic condition is created to
cite flow through the larynx using specific pressure dro
between the inflow and outflow surfaces. Mathematically
‘‘do-nothing’’ concept of Sani and Gresho~1994! is followed
to keep the problem well-posed.

After the definition of the FEM approach to discretiz
NS for all finite elements~producing local nonlinear equa
tion systems!, a global nonlinear equation system to b
solved is constructed. As Guo and Scherer~1993! the suc-
cessive substitution method is used, i.e.,

K~UnÀ1!U* 5R,
~3!Un50.5UnÀ110.5U* ,

where U* , UnÀ1, and Un are global solution vectors
~velocity1pressure! for temporary, (n21)th andnth itera-
tion steps. The solution is achieved when Eq.~4! is reached.
A direct sparse solver~Demmelet al., 1999! is used to solve
the linear system in Eq.~3!:

uUn2UnÀ1u
uUnu

,0.001. ~4!

The reduced basis method~Peterson, 1989! is used to speed
up and control the convergence. The simulation is press
driven and therefore large pressure drops~around 8
kdyne/cm2! excite the flow in the larynx. Instead of fully
applying this amount of pressure difference, a set ofN sub-
Rosa et al.: Three-dimensional larynx simulation
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problems at low pressure drops using Eq.~3! is solved. Once
all these subsolutions~also called basis! have been deter
mined, an approximate solution is finally calculated in ord
to form the first guess of the final iterative process to re
the correct solution, using again Eqs.~3! and ~4!. The fol-
lowing steps describe the reduced basis method:

~1! Estimate first baseU0thObase
~2! Calculate additional basisU1stObase...U4thObase
~3! Calculate the final approximated solutio

UreducedObase
~4! Converge up to the solution fromUsolved.

N55 was used to speed up convergence by quickly gettin
good first guess~UreducedObase!. The choice for this value
is a tradeoff between speed and computational efforts.

The final aspect in our method is the choice of the pr
sure drops for each subproblem. A simple approach is u
Starting from a specific pressure dropDP4, DP05DP4/5,
DP152* DP4/5, DP253* DP4/5 andDP354* DP4/5.

Although we tried to mathematically define an assoc
tion betweenDP4 and parameters of the flow~Reynolds
number, residue,uUn2UnÀ1u, etc.!, it was finally decided to
pick the parameter based on the convergence rate: low
high pressure drops result in fast and low convergence,
spectively ~sometimes, high flows even oscillate witho
reaching a stationary solution!. However, when high pressur
drops are employed, the approximate vectorUreducedObase
is very close to the final solution and the number of iteratio
in step 4 of the reduced basis method is very low. It me
that we have to chooseDP4 thinking of the tradeoff between
convergence and closeness to the solution in Eq.~4!. In the
case of the simulated larynx presented in this work,DP4
55 Pa.

D. Coupling air and tissue systems

The links between both physical systems~air and tissue!
are the airflow pressure and the moving mesh. As mentio
before, surface nodes of the airflow mesh are directly
tached to surface nodes of the tissue nodes. It means tha
air pressures are collected at the larynx walls and transfe
to the tissue system in order to calculate the nodal displa
ment. Note that this direct node matching overcome pr
lems of pressure estimation along the larynx walls beca
the pressures are exactly calculated over the tissue nod

The mesh updating also couples both systems bec
the change of airflow mesh generates a new velocity
pressure profiles along the laryngeal cavity. Again, mov
together the airflow and tissue nodes located at the phys
interface allows an easy information transfer.

E. Contact problem

The contact problem refers to the physical phenom
occurred when two or more bodies touch each other. In p
nation, both true vocal folds collide according to th
myoelastic-aerodynamic theory. Ishizaka and Flana
~1972! changed the stress-displacement curve during the
lision instant in order to avoid the penetration among
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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bodies. They also assumed that such phenomena always
place at the middle larynx section due to the laryngeal sy
metry.

Alipour et al. ~2000! considered a different approach
when their true vocal fold reached the middle section, th
simply removed one degree of freedom of the collided no
Different from Ishizaka and Flanagan~1972!, they did not
apply the required force to avoid the body penetration. A
parently Gunter~2003! used a similar procedure to th
method that will be described in the next paragraphs.

This simulation uses an algorithm~Bathe, 1996! to deal
with the contact problem: all collided nodes~only the ones
located at the tissue surface! are collected in order to calcu
late the required forces to avoid body interpenetration. T
fundamental aspect is that such forces are calculated con
ering how deep one vocal fold can enter into each other.

Mathematically the following restrictions are kept for a
surface tissue nodes~using contact problem notation!:

G5~X2Y!T* N^0

L5F* N^0 ~5!

G* L50.

It means that the gap~G! between two nodes~X andY are
the spatial position of master and slave nodes at differ
bodies! should be non-negative and that the collision forceF
should always take the bodies apart. The last restriction
Eq. ~5! indicates that both the inequalities are exclusiv
when one condition is reached, the other one is automatic
equal to zero. Further theoretical details are found in Ba
~1996!.

To add Eq.~5! into the linear system of equations pro
duced by FEM to the tissue, the mathematical procedure
scribed by Narayanaswamy~1985! is followed where the
coupling of both FEM equations and collision restrictions a
not necessary. In this procedure the restriction forces ass
ated with the collided nodes are computed and then the tis
displacements under collision restrictions are calculated.

Therefore the algorithm to compute the tissue displa
ment in a specific time step is as follows:

1. Calculate the displacements without collision restr
tions

2. While there are some body penetration:
2.1. Verify possible nodal collisions
2.2. Calculate the force collisions and nodal displaceme

according to Narayanaswamy~1985! under Eq.~5!.
2.3. End while

The procedure is iterative because it is not knowna
priori , which nodes will collide with some larynx surface
resulting in a nonlinear behavior to the contact problem
can be realized that the contact problem is part of the tis
model. Therefore, the time step is only increased after
calculation of the nodal tissue displacements under collis
restrictions.

As shown, the larynx symmetry is not used to simpli
or reduce computational efforts. It means that the concep
master-slave bodies is not directly employed because the
2897Rosa et al.: Three-dimensional larynx simulation
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no preferential body. All the surface nodes are tested aga
the tissue body to see if there is a collision and then
collided surface, which provides the normalN and position
Y vectors in Eq.~5!, is backtracked. This method is calle
two-way collision detection~ANSYS, 2000!.

F. Final iterative procedure

After separately describing the mathematical algorith
for both physical systems, they are put together in an ite
tive loop in order to simulate the larynx as follow:

~1! Collect air pressures.
~2! Calculate tissue displacements verifying vocal fold c

lisions.
~3! Update tissue mesh.
~4! Update airflow mesh.
~5! Calculate airflow velocities and pressures.

Note that in the first iterative step, the collected air pressu
are null.

G. Description of larynx parameters

Here the parameters used to simulate the larynx will
presented. The geometric description of the simulated lar
is shown in Table I. As mentioned before, the larynx
‘‘sliced’’ into sections using ellipses for geometric definitio

The airflow parameters for simulation a
m f (viscosity)51.79e-5 Pa.s andr f (density)51.23 kg/m3.
The inflow and outflow air pressure are respectively se
0.8 and 0~zero! kPa. As in Alipouret al. ~2000!, the tissue
layers have transversal isotropic elastic behavior. There
six viscoelastic parameters are needed: transverse and l
tudinal Poisson’s ratios~n andn8!, transversal and longitudi

TABLE I. Geometric description of a simulated normal larynx.

Section Center~cm! Radius R1, R2, R3, R4~cm!

S0 0, 0,22 0.7, 0.7, 0.7, 0.7
S1 0, 0,21 0.7, 0.7, 0.7, 0.7
S2 0, 0,20.8 0.7, 0.7, 0.7, 0.7
S3 0, 0,20.61 0.7, 0.6, 0.7, 0.6
S4 0, 0,20.47 0.7, 0.25, 0.7, 0.25
S5 0, 0,20.40 0.7, 0.075, 0.7, 0.075
S6 0, 0,20.33 0.7, 0.025, 0.7, 0.025
S7 0, 0,20.26 0.7, 0.025, 0.7, 0.025
S8 0, 0,20.19 0.7, 0.025, 0.7, 0.025
S9 0, 0,20.12 0.7, 0.025, 0.7, 0.025
S10 0, 0,20.05 0.7, 0.025, 0.7, 0.025
S11 0, 0, 0 0.7, 0.235, 0.7, 0.235
S12 0, 0, 0.03 0.7, 0.35, 0.7, 0.35
S13 0, 0, 0.07 0.7, 0.5, 0.7, 0.5
S14 0, 0, 0.10 0.7, 0.515, 0.7, 0.515
S15 0, 0, 0.23 0.7, 0.45, 0.7, 0.45
S16 0, 0, 0.35 0.7, 0.46, 0.7, 0.46
S17 0, 0, 0.48 0.7, 0.6, 0.7, 0.6
S18 0, 0, 0.60 0.7, 0.7, 0.7, 0.7
S19 0, 0, 1.30 0.7, 0.7, 0.7, 0.7
S20 0, 0, 2 0.7, 0.7, 0.7, 0.7

Layer Thickness~mm! Sections

Cover 0.5 S5–S12
Ligament 0.5 S5–S12
2898 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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nal Young’s modulus~E and E8) and longitudinal shear
modulus (mm8 ) and tissue viscosityh. Transversal shea
modulus is not necessary because it is directly related tE
andn by

mm5E/~2* ~11n!!. ~6!

Alipour et al. ~2000! definedn850 because they eliminate
any longitudinal movement. Here non-null longitudinal Po
son’s ratios are allowed because all tissue nodes are fre
move ~except when they are under collision or bounda
condition restrictions!. This additional degree of freedom i
the tissue specifications requires care in order to control
almost incompressible behavior of the laryngeal tissues
order to simplify the model, all analyses are conducted
assumingn5n8. The final value is then chosen in order
reach almost incompressible tissues. Titze and Strong~1975!
and Berry and Titze~1996! provide more details about thi
mechanical parameter.

Table II shows the values of tissue parameters for a s
cific simulation. Different from Alipouret al. ~2000! the tis-
sue viscosity of the body is set high according to obser
tions of Titze and Strong~1975! where the authors discusse
the similarities in the organic composition of the larynx ti
sues and other tissue tissues in the human body. Mathem
cally it establishes a critically damped system for the bo
tissues to quickly reach their stationary position. Loweri
such a parameter brings the tissue to an under-damped
dition and therefore an initial transitory oscillation is o
served.

The transversal Young’s modulus~E! is defined accord-
ing to Tranet al. ~1993! who measured itin vivo. Because
their estimation resulted from the whole vocal fold reacti
to an applied force, a fixed value is just extended for all
tissue layers. The other parameters are described in B
and Titze ~1994!, Titze and Strong~1975!, and Titze and
Talkin ~1979!.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Two analyses are done in order to demonstrate the
fectiveness of the proposed model. First, the larynx geo
etries are fixed in three different profiles and the press
distribution are calculated and compared with other mod
Second, dynamic analyses are conducted to verify the eff
of changing viscoelastic parameters and subglottal pres
on the synthesized glottal signal.

A. Airflow in fixed laryngeal geometries

During phonation, the human larynx roughly assum
three different shapes: divergent, convergent, and paralle
each condition, there are variations according to the att

TABLE II. Description of the viscoelastic tissue parameters of a norm
larynx.

Tissue E (kPa) n E8 (kPa) mm8 (kPa) n8 h ~Pa.s!

Cover 2 0.76 20 20 0.76 1
Ligament 4 0.68 20 40 0.68 1
Body 20 0.45 20 30 0.45 15
Rosa et al.: Three-dimensional larynx simulation
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and entrance angles and the channel length. The glotta
ometry shown in Table I was changed in order to produ
such profiles. Table III shows only these modified sectio
and Fig. 3 presents theses geometric profiles in transve
view.

The subglottal pressure is 0.5884 kPa~or 6 cmH2O)
which is close to that provided by Guo and Scherer~1993!.
In their studies, a parabolic velocity profile was set in ord
to excite the airflow through their simulated larynx. Als
their profiles only considered one vocal fold, while in th
work, the whole larynx~including the laryngeal ventricle an
both false vocal folds! are geometrically represented.

Figure 4 shows the air pressure distribution along
whole larynx. In Guo and Scherer’s two-dimensional l
ynxes, the pressures were directly extracted from the no

TABLE III. Geometric description of larynxes in divergent, convergent, a
parallel profiles. Only the differences from Table I are presented.

Profile Section Center~cm! Radius R1, R2, R3, R4~cm!

Divergent S6 0, 0,20.33 0.7 0.025 0.7 0.025
S7 0, 0,20.26 0.7 0.035 0.7 0.035
S8 0, 0,20.19 0.7 0.045 0.7 0.045
S9 0, 0,20.12 0.7 0.055 0.7 0.055
S10 0, 0,20.05 0.7 0.065 0.7 0.065

Convergent S6 0, 0,20.33 0.7 0.065 0.7 0.065
S7 0, 0,20.26 0.7 0.055 0.7 0.055
S8 0, 0,20.19 0.7 0.045 0.7 0.045
S9 0, 0,20.12 0.7 0.035 0.7 0.035
S10 0, 0,20.05 0.7 0.025 0.7 0.025

Parallel S6 0, 0,20.33 0.7 0.025 0.7 0.025
S7 0, 0,20.26 0.7 0.025 0.7 0.025
S8 0, 0,20.19 0.7 0.025 0.7 0.025
S9 0, 0,20.12 0.7 0.025 0.7 0.025
S10 0, 0,20.05 0.7 0.025 0.7 0.025
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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in contact with the larynx walls. Because the proposed mo
uses a three-dimensional larynx, it is first divided into tw
halves, then the pressures are collected along the interse
of a coronal plane with one-half of the larynx.

These results are quite similar to the ones produced
Guo and Scherer~1993!. The differences between the tw
approaches are related to the fact that the here simul
larynx is coarser than the actual one used by Guo
Scherer ~1993!. Increasing the mesh nodes would sure
smooth the pressure distribution.

The maximum pressure gradient occurs just after
larynx section with minimal constriction. It is developed
the glottal entrance for divergent and parallel profiles and
the glottal output for convergent profiles.

It is possible to observe a secondary negative pres
region formed over the glottal walls becoming more evide
although it is less intense~in magnitude! than the main nega
tive pressure region~the same phenomenon is observ
when the number of nodes in the airflow mesh is doubled
the result is just smoother then that obtained with the origi
mesh!. When the true vocal fold diameters are increased
0.02 cm, the pressure distribution becomes smoother.

This phenomenon occurs because tiny glottises ca
large vortexes after large aerodynamic jumps~represented by
the larynx! due to the demands of fluid incompressibility an
convection. Consequently, the transglottal pressure dro
increased when the glottal diameter is reduced.

It was also observed that the longitudinal distribution
air pressure is not constant. The central portion of the vo
folds ~approximately 50% of the glottis! is more affected by
the air pressure gradient. This fact explains the horizon
phase difference in the vocal fold movements. Because
pressure in the anterior and posterior comissures is very
it seems that the movements of these glottal regions are
FIG. 3. Geometric description of lar-
ynxes with ~1! divergent,~2! conver-
gent, and~3! parallel profiles in trans-
versal view.
2899Rosa et al.: Three-dimensional larynx simulation
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excited by aerodynamic conditions~suction, for example!
but by influence of the movements of the central portion
the true vocal folds.

The false glottal folds also change pressure distributi
Reducing their diameters increases the air pressure gra
along the larynx. Specifically negative pressures beco
‘‘more negative.’’ Although this phenomenon happens for
three geometric profiles, the relationship between false vo
fold area and pressure gradient change is nonlinear.
clarify these findings, Fig. 5 shows the differences betw
three larynx configurations with divergent profiles where
geometry of the false vocal folds have changed. The ge
etry of all these larynxes is presented in Table IV.

The reduction of the laryngeal areas formed by the fa
vocal folds increases the transglottal pressure drop. Sim
results are obtained for parallel and convergent laryng
profiles. This phenomenon helps to understand how w
pered voices are sustained. A simultaneous reducing of
2900 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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glottal pressure and false vocal fold area allows the larynx
keep the true vocal folds vibrating, as demonstrated
Miller et al. ~1988!. It means that the minimum subglotta
pressure condition to excite the self-vibration of the lary
during the phonation should consider the false vocal f
area at extremely low pressure drops.

B. Complete simulation

All simulations start with a larynx whose geometry
shown in Table I. The viscoelastic properties of the laryng
tissues are presented in Table II. The lung pressure was
kPa. Different from Alipouret al. ~2000!, whose simulation
was just restricted to one true vocal fold, the present mo
considered the whole larynx.

Figure 6 presents the synthesized glottal signal wh
values are obtained by integrating the volumetric veloc
along the exit laryngeal surface. Note the initial transient a
the
nt

a
.

FIG. 5. Curves representing the difference between
pressure distribution of larynxes with three differe
false vocal fold shapes~normal, medium, and large! and
the pressure distribution of a larynx without such
structure. All these larynxes have a divergent profile
Rosa et al.: Three-dimensional larynx simulation
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rising of volume velocity until becomes a stationary.
The calculated fundamental frequency is 164 Hz, wh

is higher than the one presented by Alipouret al. ~2000!. The
open quotient for this simulation is 0.6347 while Alipou
et al. ~2000! reported 0.9000. The temporal variables are c
culated for the last nine glottal signal cycles when the sig
became steady. The difference between the quantities
tained in both simulations can be attributed to the viscoe
tic and geometric property differences. It should be tak
into account that the three-dimensional aspect of the p
posed model affects the pressure distribution along the v
folds, as demonstrated before, and causes a horizontal p
difference in the tissue movements. It seems that the
sented larynx has more mass and therefore more inertia
ergy than Alipour’s one, even considering the differenc
across the tissue viscosity properties~especially in body tis-
sue specification!. This additional inertial energy surely con
tributed to lower the open quotient value when compared
that obtained by Alipouret al. ~2000!.

Lung pressure affects the temporal properties of
glottal signal. Figure 7 shows the volumetric velocity curv
for three larynxes excited by different lung pressures~0.7,
0.8, and 0.9 kPa!. The open quotients obtained from the

TABLE IV. Geometric description of larynxes with four different false voc
fold shapes which have divergent profiles.

Type of false
vocal folds Section Center~cm! Radius R1, R2, R3, R4~cm!

‘‘None’’ S14 0, 0, 0.10 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.6
S15 0, 0, 0.23 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
S16 0, 0, 0.35 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
S17 0, 0, 0.48 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.6

‘‘Normal’’ S15 0, 0, 0.23 0.7 0.45 0.7 0.45
S16 0, 0, 0.35 0.7 0.46 0.7 0.46

‘‘Medium’’ S15 0, 0, 0.23 0.7 0.35 0.7 0.35
S16 0, 0, 0.35 0.7 0.36 0.7 0.36

‘‘Large’’ S15 0, 0, 0.23 0.7 0.25 0.7 0.25
S16 0, 0, 0.35 0.7 0.26 0.7 0.26
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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glottal signals are 0.6747, 0.6347, and 0.6249. The lung p
sure increase causes higher extensions in the cover ti
movements and, consequently, higher kinetic energy
means that the glottal closing interval becomes higher
cause the time of kinetic energy dissipation by the collis
effects is increased. Therefore the open quotient is decrea

The fundamental frequency of each glottal signal
167.4, 164.0, and 161.3 Hz, showing a variation of221
Hz/kPa from 0.7 to 0.8 kPa and234 Hz/kPa from 0.8 to 0.9
kPa. The absolute values are quite similar to the 20.394
30.5915 Hz/kPa~or 2 to 3 Hz/cmH2O) ratio presented by
Ishizaka and Flanagan~1972!. However, this ratio is in-
versely proportional to lung pressure: an increase in lu
pressure produces a decrease in the fundamental freque

However, the aerodynamic effects in fundamental f
quency changes when the larynx become stiffer. Using a
ynx with same geometry and higher transversal Young’s c
stants for cover and ligament tissues, as shown in Table V
increase of 1.5 Hz in the fundamental frequency when
lung pressure is increased from 0.8 to 0.9 kPa is produc
Figure 8 shows that this stiffer larynx excited by 0.8 and 0
kPa produces glottal signals with 188.8 and 190.3 Hz,
spectively.

Such a dependence of the lung pressure versus fu
mental frequency ratio to the laryngeal tissue stiffness~or
viscoelastic properties, in a more general view! presents in-
teresting questions on the interrelationship between b
myoelastic and aerodynamic aspects of the vocal fold vib
tion. The results demonstrate that this ratio is nonlinear
dependent on tissue mechanics, although this ratio is q
similar to the ones presented by Ishizaka and Flana
~1972! in their two-mass model.

Another important aspect is the larynx spatial mov
ments. Alipouret al. ~2000! presented the coordinates of
tissue point during a phonation, showing that the lary
movements are also periodic. Figure 9 shows the stud
spatial points whose coordinates were extracted durin
x
FIG. 6. Glottal signal obtained from a normal laryn
excited by pressure drop of 0.8 kPa.
2901Rosa et al.: Three-dimensional larynx simulation
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FIG. 7. Glottal signals obtained from normal larynxe
excited by different pressure drops.

FIG. 8. Glottal signals obtained from stiffer larynxe
excited by different pressure drops.
nx
FIG. 9. Nodes whose movements are tracked along the time.
2902 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
TABLE V. Description of the viscoelastic tissue parameters of a stiff lary
~specifically the transversal Young’s moduleE for all tissues are higher than
the ones presented for a normal larynx as described in Table II!.

Tissue E (kPa) n E8 (kPa) mm8 (kPa) n8 h ~Pa.s!

Cover 3 0.73 200k 200k 0.73 1
Ligament 5 0.66 20 40 0.66 1
Body 20 0.45 20 30 0.45 15
Rosa et al.: Three-dimensional larynx simulation



FIG. 10. Displacement of the nodes~a! 365 and~b! 405 along the three Cartesian axes.
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complete simulation of the larynx with mechanical propert
described in Table V.

Analyzing the coordinates of the points 365 and 4
~Fig. 10! the surface tissues near the glottal exit have hig
amplitude than those near the glottal entrance. Conside
that the mathematical modeling of the laryngeal tissues
sumes that there is movement along the longitudinal a
both points show displacements along this direction. Alipo
et al. ~2000! assumed such the movements in longitudi
direction are insignificant, allowing a reduction of mat
ematical complexity in their tissue modeling. Clearly the
assumptions are correct, especially for the region near
glottis exit. However, the magnitudes along the three Ca
sian axes becomes smaller as the distance from the g
center becomes larger.

The periodicity degree seems to be higher for surf
points located near the glottis exit. It can be related to
movement amplitude at that region. For nodes located
from the glottal exit, high-frequency components found
the longitudinal movements are no more insignificant
comparison with the movements in all other axes.

Additionally, an analysis of Fig. 11 reveals that th
phase difference in the horizontal movement of the vo
folds are close to zero. This result is also found in Gun
~2003!. The movement amplitudes of nodes 362 and 3
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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confirm that the main tissue displacements occur in the c
tral portion of the vocal folds, which is caused by the pre
sure drop magnitude at this region.

Figure 12 shows that the movement of different poin
of vocal folds can present significant vertical phase diff
ence in their movements. Concurrently with Fig. 11, mov
ments in theY direction are almost in-phase for the nod
245, 365, and 405. Figure 12 clearly shows approximat
90° phase difference between nodes 245 and 405 in thZ
direction. It is interesting to note that node 245 present
curve whose its rise time is shorter than its fall time in theY
direction. This characterize the wavy behavior of the surfa
of vocal folds found in laryngoscope videos. These pheno
ena happen because node 245 is influenced by two con
rent forces: an aerodynamic force that always pushes it
ward and a tissue force that is caused by the movemen
nodes like 365 and 405. Therefore, the location where
vertical phase difference is a nonlinear function of mecha
cal and geometric properties of the laryngeal tissues
aerodynamic forces produced in phonation.

Considering the movement extension, the cover tissu
nodes at glottal exit~like node 405! suffers more compres
sion and expansion then other laryngeal tissues. Gu
~2003! reports that collision forces acting at this node can
responsible for damages in tissue structures. The presen
FIG. 11. Displacement of the nodes 362 and 365 along~a! Y and ~b! Z directions.
2903Rosa et al.: Three-dimensional larynx simulation



FIG. 12. Displacement of the nodes 245, 365, and 405 along~a! Y and ~b! Z directions.
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sults indicate that the large movements of glottal exit no
can be a source of alterations in larynx tissues. It is impor
to consider that in phonatory conditions where both vo
folds barely reach each other, like in high-pitch voices, it
not the collision forces that are the cause for tissue dama
~specially the superficial tissue layer of lamina propria! but
the extreme nodal displacements as a consequence of
longitudinal and transverse stretch and aerodynamic forc

In several larynx simulations, an additional phenomen
is observed: an incomplete glottal closure. Two spaces,
cated at both anterior and ‘‘posterior’’ comissures, a
formed during the ‘‘glottal closure’’ time interval. Thes
spaces are pointed by arrows in Fig. 13. These open
happen due to the incapacity of the aerodynamic force
displace the laryngeal tissue located there during the ph
tion. Section III A shows that the air pressure applied o
the larynx tissues is not constant and the main aerodyna
force is exerted over the central portion of the true vo
folds. Therefore, parts of these structures move first, bring
along comissure tissues. But this continuum effect is
enough to close the whole glottis. It is important to emph
size that the term ‘‘posterior’’ comissure refers to the po
where both arythenoid cartilages meet each other during
phonatory process. By the fact that the present model is
representing all details—geometric and mechanical—of
larynx structures, careful consideration should be taken
order to analyze the presence of air leakage at ‘‘poster
comissure.

Pelorsonet al. ~1994! considered such an incomple
2904 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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closure in their model and mentioned that more realis
voices, from a perceptual view, are obtained when such
flow leakage is taken into account. As shown, the thr
dimensional model presented here is able to reproduce
phenomena.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This work presents the simulation of three-dimensio
larynx models using the finite-element method as the m
mathematical framework. The simulated models inclu
false vocal folds and laryngeal ventricles which are first
troduced in numeric simulation of larynx. The results sho
that these laryngeal structures affect the pressure distribu
along the glottal walls and therefore modify the final glot
waveform.

The airflow velocities and pressures are obtained by
merically solving Navier–Stokes equations at each time s
after the airflow mesh update. Mathematical strategies
used to speed up and control the convergence of the itera
methods employed to solve the sets of nonlinear equati
Different from Guo and Scherer~1993! and following Ish-
izaka and Flanagan~1972!, the airflow is excited by a pres
sure drop.

Linear models describe the laryngeal tissues as Alip
et al. ~2000!. However, the collision between both true voc
folds during the glottal closure is modeled by calculating t
surface forces that avoid the interpenetration between b
tissues. This is the first time that this mathematical metho
-
FIG. 13. Incomplete closure of the lar
ynx: ~a! at the ‘‘posterior’’ comissure
and~b! at both the~1! anterior and~2!
‘‘posterior’’ comissures.
Rosa et al.: Three-dimensional larynx simulation
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incorporated in whole larynx simulation under phonato
conditions although it is currently employed in mechan
computation.

The larynx meshes~both airflow and laryngeal tissues!
are constructed by using hyper-ellipes. This method allo
researchers to reconstruct larynx models in straightforw
manner and reproduce the presented results. More rea
geometries can be obtained by manual manipulation of
larynx nodes or by automatic scanning of MRI images alo
with sophisticated automatic mesh generators.

Horizontal and vertical phase difference in the glot
tissue movements are captured by the larynx model
physically they are caused by the nonlinear air pressure
tribution along the laryngeal surfaces and the viscoela
constitution of the larynx tissues~specially in the glottal cav-
ity!.

Incomplete glottal closure during phonation are o
served in some simulations, around anterior and poste
comissures. This phenomena is more evident in larynx w
large glottal areas and/or with stiffer tissues. Pelorsonet al.
~1994! state that airflow escapes during phonation make
voice signal more perceptually realistic.

The lung pressure to fundamental frequency ratios
tained in the simulations with the present model are qu
similar to the ones presented by Ishizaka and Flana
~1972!. However, the results show that these ratios are
pendent on viscoelastic properties of the laryngeal tissue

Statically the airflow for the three most significant lary
geal profiles are solved and the nonlinear behavior of
pressure distribution formed over the larynx walls justifi
the vocal fold movements. The volume velocities are low
than the ones presented by Guo and Scherer~1993! due to
the three-dimensional aspect of the larynx models prese
here. In addition to the transversal funneling of the airflo
along the larynx, there is another airflow funneling in sagit
plane. It is caused by the finite aspect of true thr
dimensional larynxes and glottis shape which gets narro
in the direction of both comissures.

The next steps in larynx simulations require some mo
improvements. Larynx airflow and tissue meshes with hig
numbers of nodes have to be used in order increase the
curacy of simulations although the inherit computation
power expenses.

Additionally, sophisticated models to describe the v
coelastic nature of the larynx tissues should be studied, w
special emphasis to their fibrous aspect. We believe that
is a key study that will bring more realistic results to t
larynx simulations.

Another important aspect to improve the present mo
is to incorporate the airflow unsteady aspect into Navie
Stokes equations. The airflow mesh deforming also has t
put into the final partial differential equations in order
correctly compute the airflow velocities and pressures al
the larynx. Work is ongoing to incorporate this missing ae
dynamic aspect into the simulation model.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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